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Season 18, Episode 43
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Wedding March: A Time of Parting



In search of Otoya, Yuri and Maya battle the Silkworm Fangire as Otoya’s life is drained into Castle Doran. As time is nearly up, he requests that the King allow him one final performance, playing a song to act as a beacon for Maya and Yuri. As they escape with him, Otoya dons IXA to defeat the Silkworm Fangire while Maya is stripped of her powers. In 2008, Shima acts strangely as the Sungazer Fangire appears, but everyone is stunned when it changes back into Shima! Meanwhile, Taiga and Mio begin the wedding ceremony, but Mio has plans of her own…
Quest roles:
Masako Katsuki(Silkmoth Fangire (voice)), Katsumi Shiono(Kamen Rider Saga (voice), Scarab Undead (voice))


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
16 November 2008, 09:00
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